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Not Even a Leaf Can Turn
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
J I it seems to me that we criticize others when we feel in some way
inferior ourselves. We make others
wrong in order to make ourselves right.
Does it follow that we must first love
and accept ourselves in order for us to be
able to love and accept others? And only
then ultimately can we learn to love you?

S

ANT

This is right, a person criticizes another
person only when he wants to hide his
own faults and shortcomings. He cannot
bear it when the other person is being
glorified or is being praised because he
feels himself inferior to that person. So
in order to prove the other person wrong
he criticizes him. Only a weak-hearted
person criticizes others, and those who
criticize others lose a lot in their
spirituality.
In one of the chapters of Sukhmani
Sahib, The Jewel of Happiness, a lot of
light has been thrown on the subject of
criticism. Also in the talks about the
Gauri Vars which I gave and which has
now been published as the book The
Two Ways a lot has been said about
criticism. A lot has been said about it in
both those books. You should read those
books and you will get to know a lot
about criticism.
He who is perfect and strong and who
has manifested his Master within him
does not criticize anyone; and he also
does not allow his followers to come near
this bad disease. Criticism does not

This question and answer session was
given December 27, 1985, at Sant Bani
Ashram, Rajasthan.
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have any taste in it. It is a very bad
disease, and it is a very bad deal. Those
who get involved in criticism lose a lot of
their spiritual wealth.
He who goes in the within and who
concentrates at the eye center, even a
little bit, gets the status of Sahaj. After
that, criticism or praise does not have
any affect on that soul because he knows
that everything is in the will of his Master. Criticism does not become the cause
of his sadness and praise does not become any reason for his being happy. He
becomes immovable in his faith for his
Master and he knows that not even a
single leaf can turn without the will of
his Master. He always has the support of
the Master, so he does not get affected
by the criticism or the praise of the other
people.

She mentioned the necessity for accepting and loving yourself, it takes a long
time as You had mentioned. In the
meantime, we have all these negative
qualities that we carry along with us.
That's our karmic background. What is
the attitude we should take toward those
negative qualities so as to be able to
accept and love ourselves?
[SantJi chuckles] We have to choose our
path, because both of the paths are
within us. We have to choose either the
path of the negative qualities within us
or choose the Path of the Master, the
Path of the Naam, which Master has put
within us. You know by following the
negative thoughts and by following the
path of the mind how great a burden of

sins we have put on our own head. And
you know that we can get rid of that
burden by following the Path of the
Master. When we follow the Path of the
Master our soul becomes free from all
these negative qualities. When we concentrate at the eye center and when we
go further our soul starts becoming
pure, but if we give up the Path of the
Masters, the Path of Naam, and walk on
the path of the negative qualities then
our soul goes lower and lower. So we
have to choose the path; it is up to us to
choose what we want to do.

You said that it is not good to admire
anyone but Master, but since all good
qualities come from Master anyway why
would that be so detrimental?
The thing is that first we should know
why we are admiring or praising a certain person. Are we really admiring him,
are we really praising him without any
interest of our own? Or are we only doing it outwardly and don't really mean
that? We can really praise the Master, or
we can really admire the Master only
when we go in the within and only when
we follow His teachings. Outwardly we
cannot admire Him enough and we cannot praise Him in His full sense.
Anyway we should not have any ill
feelings toward any society or religion or
any person. Especially for a Satsangi it is
very important to have good feelings and
good thoughts for everyone.
A satsangi should become an example
to the society, or to the family or to the
other people in the world. He should
present himself as an example and people should admire him really and they
should say about him that he is a good
disciple of a great Master; he earns his
livelihood honestly. Satsangis should
adopt and develop such qualities within
them that people may see that and people may admire them.

When we hear that someone is criticizing
us, if other people come and tell us,
"That person is criticizing you." If we
have kept our door open to that person
to come directly to us, do we have an
obligation t o go to that person and say
anything?
[Sant Ji laughs] It is better on such occasions to keep quiet. But since we have
weak hearts and narrow minds, that is
why when we hear ourself criticised then
we do not even remain in our clothes,
our blood starts moving very fast, and
we become so upset that we don't have
any patience and we go to that person
and start arguing with him.
If you will not keep quiet in front of
the person who comes and tells you,
"That other person criticizes you or
thinks like this about you," if you will
say anything, you should remember that
he is going to tell that other person the
same things which you have said about
him and in this way it is possible that you
may get into some kind of trouble. Such
people who bring criticism from one
place to another and take the replies
back, they waste their lives and they
spoil their life doing this job.
If you are wise and strong in your own
selves, then on such occasions when
somebody comes and tells you about the
other person criticizing you, you should
do a lot of Simran at that time and remember the Form of the Master and
lovingly tell that person, "Dear one you
should not tell me anything about all
this, because I love that person who is
criticizing me, and I have good feelings
for him, and you should not tell me anything about all this." When you will tell
all these things to that person who
brought that message of criticism to you,
he will feel embarrassed and never in his
life will he come back again carrying the
criticism of the other people.
SANT BANI

You were talking the other day about the matter what God has given to us, we do
souls being selected in the court of God not like to have all those things, and
for Initiation and could you tell us a when we want only God, then God also
little about the basis on which they are listens to our cry. He selects us for His
devotion and He sends us to such a Pole
chosen ?
First of all I would like to tell you that
today you should load your camera and
today you will have to take the pictures
and you should know that Sukhpal who
is Bant's daughter also takes pictures like
you do and she has taken a lot of pictures. [much laughter]
Well, coming back to your question
you should know that when a child is
sleeping the mother does not worry
about that child. She wants to finish up
all the work of the household which she
is supposed to do and since the child is
sleeping she is not worried for him. But
as soon as the child starts weeping you
know that no matter how important the
work is, she will leave that work at once
and will come and embrace that child,
and whatever that child needs she will
give it that. This is a worldly example.
You know that as long as we are sleeping
in respect to Almighty God- we live in
this world doing all the things of this
world and we don't remember God - like
that mother, God is doing His work and
He is not worried for us. But when we
don't find any kind of peace or satisfaction in the pains and happiness of the
world and when we finally remember
God and cry for Him, then God also
cannot resist and He sends us to such a
Pole where His Power is manifested and
then we are selected in the court of Lord.
You know that when we do not find any
peace and satisfaction in this world, then
we cry, we tell Almighty Lord, "0 Lord
we do not find any peace in this world,
nothing is giving us any real happiness
and now we need You." When we call
God Almighty like this, when we do not
like to do all the things of the world, no
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where His Power is manifested and we
are given the Initiation and then we start
sleeping in respect to the world and are
awakened in respect to God.
Often I have told you this story of my
childhood: when I was about five or six
years old, I don't know where I got that
thought, but once 1 was sitting thinking
about something and suddenly I started
making the sand heaps, one for each
member of the family. Then I would ask
each one the question, "Will you help
me? Will you protect me at the time of
death?" Then 1 would get the answer
from my own self, from my own within,
"No, because when we are involved in
the births and deaths, when we don't
know how to protect our own selves,
how can we say that we will protect
you?" So I became disappointed, and I
had one sand heap in the Name of that
Hidden Power for whom my soul was
searching ever since my childhood. (I
was always longing for that Power to
come and meet me. I had not seen that
Power and I had not even heard about
that Power but I knew that there was
some Power in this world who would
protect me.) So when I had made that
heap and I had asked that question I got
the answer from within, "Yes, I am the
One who will protect you." My father
saw all the things which I did, and when
he asked me, I told him about all My
thoughts and those questions and answers. Hearing all those things he became upset because he did not realize
that my thinking was very deep and very
high. He became upset and he told me,
"We take such good care of you. We feed
you very well and we give you all sorts of
good things, and still you say that we will
5

not protect you?" Because he was think- time your enemy, mind, is also within
ing from his level; he was thinking by his you and he is ready to attack you with all
narrow mind and he did not know what I his thoughts and with all his tricks.
was talking about.
When you think that you are not worthy
So I mean to say that when you have of the love of the Master and that you
thought like this, when you call for Al- cannot request the help of the Master, in
mighty Lord, and when you give up all a way your mind is having an upper hand
other supports and have only the one on you and he is winning over you, besupport of Almighty Lord, then God cause he is making you weak. So when
also cannot resist. He also comes down you sit for meditation you should not
and helps you. As Kabir Sahib says allow your mind to think any thoughts
"When I looked around, I found that like this. As soon as you sit for meditanobody was going to help me, no family, tion your attention should go straight
no relations, no power, no wealth, no into the Simran, and you should do the
property of this world, was going to help Simran constantly without allowing your
me at the time of death. And when I mind to bring any thought like this.
looked around and found that Master is
Sant Mat is not the path of the cowthe only One who will help me from this ards; it is the Path of the brave ones.
suffering world, I stretched out both my This is the Path of the warriors. So when
arms and I called for Almighty God. He you sit for the meditation don't become
also could not resist and He pulled me by like cowards in front of your mind. Become like a strong warrior in front of
my hands and He took me up."
So when we have thoughts like this, your mind and do your devotion.
In this context, Guru Nanak Sahib
and when we realize that in this world
nobody can help us, we only have the says, "When the Satsangi is fighting with
support of Almighty Lord. When we the five dacoits-when he is doing his
start relying on Him, then He selects us meditation, he is fighting with the five
and He sends us to someone who can dacoits just like when the wrestler goes
teach us how to do the devotion of Lord. into the ring, he invites the other wrestler
to come and fight with him." In the same
Baba Ji, sometimes when I have actually way, when the Satsangi goes in this batbeen trying to do this work with some tlefield, in this ring, with the grace of the
zeal, actually sitting and keeping the Master, and because the Master is accommandments and all that stuff, I still companying him, he also becomes like
can feel unworthy of the love which You the wrestler. The Master says, "Don't
have to give and it gets in the way of my worry, even if you are alone and they are
asking for Your help, because I don't five in number, since you have the Power
want to feel like any more of a burden of the Master with you." Since the strong
than I already am. Could you please ad- hand of the Master is on the back of the
disciple, Master always hails him and indress that?
spires him to fight with the five dacoits.
A short while ago before we sat for med- And not even for one moment does Masitation I had said that even one bad ter go away from that ring, from that
thought could bring you down from on battlefield; He always remains by the
the top of Brahmand. When you sit for side of the disciple.
A satsangi should never think-not
the meditation waiting for the grace of
even
in the state of forgetfulness -that
the Master you should know that at that
SANT BANI

he is alone. Because Master is always
with the disciple, He always lives with
the disciple like the shadow lives with a
man, and not even for one moment does
the Master go away from the disciple.
I have many examples of many dear
ones who tell me that when they talk
with non-Initiates, the non-Initiates see
that some old man with white clothes is
standing behind that Satsangi, so even
non-Satsangis can see that the Master is
with the disciples.
During my first and my second tour
many people came in the interviews and
April 1990

they told me what they had seen. Many
people had seen two old men in their
white clothes standing behind me. So I
mean to say that you should never think
that you are alone; Master is always with
you. Guru Nanak Sahib says. "My Master is always with me; by doing the Simran I can feel Him always with me."
Once Sultan Mahmood changed his
clothes and he went out in his kingdom
in the night to see how the people were
doing and what the people thought
about their king. He wanted to know
whether his people were happy or un-

happy, whether they were comfortable
or not. and what opinion they had of the
king and for the ways of his administration. He had gone very late in the night
and he had dressed himself as a common
man. He saw four people coming from
the other side and he asked them who
they were. They thought, "At this time of
the night this person who is here also
might be some kind of bad element (like
a thief or a robber) so they did not hesitate in telling him their reality, so they
said "We are thieves."
S o the king said, "Okay, I a m also a
thief," because he wanted to join with
them and see what they were doing and
what they were thinking about the king,
etc. SO when king joined them, all of
them said "We should plan where we will
d o the robbery tonight. We should first
elect one of us as the leader o r as the
commander of our group. All of us
should talk about our qualities and he
who will have the best quality will be
elected as the leader and then we will see
where we will go and d o the robbery.
One of them said, "I have the skill
8

that I can understand the language of the
birds and animals." Another one said. "I
have such a quality that if I have seen
someone in the nighttime, no matter how
dark it is, I can recognize him in the
daylight also. I don't forget the face even
if I have seen in the nighttime." The
third person said, "I am so competent in
throwing the rope on the roof of the
house, that once I throw it, it sticks there
and n o matter how many people climb
that rope it will never break." The fourth
person said, "I am so competent in
breaking the roof that even if a person is
sleeping in that room, I will d o it so
quietly that the person will not know
what is happening; I can easily break the
roof like that."
Now the king was thinking about what
he should say, because he knew that only
he who would have the best quality
would be elected as the leader. So he
said, "Well, I have such a quality in my
beard that if I make my beard move I
can save many people from the gallows."
Now the other people did not understand what he was talking about but they
SANT BANI

thought, "This is the best quality," so
they elected the king as the leader. Then
they planned to go to the palace of the
king and do the robbery there. So while
they were coming to the palace, on their
way a dog barked. So the person who
had said that he knows the language of
the birds and animals was asked what
the dog was saying and he said that the
dog is saying, "One of you is the king."
Now that was unbelievable; they had
never thought that a king would come
and join them, so they started laughing,
saying that, "The dog is saying this useless thing." So they were not stopped by
that and they went to the palace and
according to their skills they did the robbery and they took away a lot of wealth
from the palace. The king was with them
when they had taken the things from the
palace and when they had distributed the
wealth, so the king knew where those
people lived. So next morning the king
sent his soldiers and he arrested those
four thieves.
In those days they used to give severe
punishment to the thieves, they would
put them to death. So as they were about
to be put to death, the person who had
said that he did not forget the face of the
person whom he had seen in the nighttime, he looked minutely at the face of
the king. He at once recognized that this
was the person who was in their group
and he was nobody else but the king. So
he came there and he said, "You highness now you should exhibit your quality; you should move your beard and
save us from the gallows. Now we confess and we say that we will never do this
thing again and we will become your
servants and we will give up this bad
job." So that king made his beard to
move he said, "You release them," and
just by making his beard move he saved
all those people from the gallows.
Now this is an outer story, an outer
example, to make you understand that
April 1990

God Almighty also has changed His
Form; He has come in the human form
and He has so many qualities in Him.
He comes and lives in this world among
the people and He tells us about the
good things He has, and about what He
can do. In His beard also there is a quality, that when He makes His beard move
He can save all the people whom He has
accepted. You know that by making His
beard move, by His saying, "Yes," by His
acceptance of the souls, He can save the
souls from the gallows of the Negative
Power. But it is very difficult for us to
believe in a human being like us, it is
very difficult for us to believe that He
has such God-like qualities and that He
is no one other than God Himself. But
those who understand His reality, those
who go in the within and have seen Him
in their within, for them it is not a difficult job to believe in His reality. They
know that He is God. Those who have
seen the Real Form of the Master in their
within, they always see the Presence,
they always feel the Presence of the Master with them.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Even a sinner who has done millions of sins, if he
goes in the company of the Master he
gets the liberation. Not even the Angel of
Death can come near such a soul."
Kabir Sahib says, "Even if a soul is
being crushed in the mill, Satguru will
come and save him from that pain. This
happens only when the predetermined
fate of that soul is awakened. Master
comes and saves that soul only if it is
written in the fate of the soul."
Satsangis should always have the love,
faith and devotion for the Master.
Whether he sits for the meditation or
otherwise, he should always have these
three things: love, faith and devotion for
the Master.

His Wonderful, Wonderful Grace
a personal experience
submitted by the South African sisters of Group Four

T

HIS IS A STORY of one experience of
the wonderful, wonderful grace of
our Great Param Sant Satguru Ajaib
Singh Ji Maharaj .
The group four brothers and sisters
gathered in New Delhi at Pappuji's new
guest house (as beautiful and comfortable as the best hotels) and left for our
Father's Ashram in Rajasthan on the
28th of December, 1989. We had mixed
feelings as to what to expect, as we had
heard so many stories about Sant Ji's
illness. When the bus stopped and all His
children ran out towards Him, there He
was majestically, gloriously, sitting on
the dias, full of love and compassion
which flowed out from Him towards His
children. He had on a silver-grey cloak
and looked and shone brighter than the
brightest star. He welcomed us so very
lovingly and said the bell would not be
rung at 3 a.m. as we must all be very
tired after the long trip, and He bid us
goodnight with that warm, compassionate and loving smile, the most beautiful
darshan.
The following morning He gave us the
schedule for the whole program. We
started with an afternoon bhajan session. The next day, December 30th, was
a Satsang on a hymn of Guru Nanak
about the karmas that the disciples have
to pay off. On the first of January, the
Question-and-Answer session also had
the theme of the heavy karmas taken on
by the Satguru, and the give and take
between doctors and patients. He gave a
long talk about Pappu's father leaving
the body. January 3rd: Sant Ji's Satsang
again had the theme of karmas being
paid off by the disciples. January 4th: we
had a Question-and-Answer session; the

theme was again on karma, give and
take, etc.
The above is to illustrate to you how
the Godman was preparing all of us in
this group for the crisis which took place
at the Ashram on that same evening.
This story is about a dear sister who had
a miscarriage at the ashram.
At about 8 p.m. all of us had gone to
bed when suddenly this dear sister came
running into the room from outside,
whispering tearfully that she thought
there was a problem. She explained the
details and that she was three months
pregnant.
It struck us that Pappu was the person
we should talk to. In the meantime we
summoned the homeopathic doctor, also
in the group, who immediately gave the
dear one an injection and said we should
leave everything in Sant Ji's hands until
morning. As fate would have it, the dear
sister's condition was worsening; we old
wives got together and decided to consult
Pappu, to find out whether there was
another doctor or a nearby hospital. We
remembered that an Indian doctor and
his wife and daughter had come to the
Ashram on December 31st. We asked
Pappu about them; he beamingly replied
that the wife happened to be a gynecologist. Elvia was working in the room at
that time so Pappu asked her to wake the
lady doctor, who did not waste any time
and came running to our room.
We learned afterwards that this family
from Delhi were invited by Sant Ji specifically to attend the group four program. When they replied that they could
not, the Master insisted and even sent
His car to fetch them.
The doctor had a look at our dear
sister and diagnosed that it was a threatSANT BANI

ening miscarriage. She said we should We also noticed all the dear brothers and
wait until morning too as she had none sisters who had gathered there with Sant
of the necessary equipment or drugs to Ji, praying for the dear one.
The nursing home was about fifteen
cope with the situation. However, she
kilometers
away, in a village called Raidid give the dear one a calming tablet to
help her sleep; and we had a long talk singh Nagar. When we got there Mr.
with our dear sister about accepting Oberoi and the lady doctor went in to
whatever He gives. She very sweetly speak to the doctor in charge of the nursagreed that it would all be in His hands, ing home, to make the necessary arbut with some tears. We sat up during rangements. In the meantime, the driver
the night, doing Simran, while the dear of our car was told to take the dear sister
into a tiny hospital with a small operatone fell asleep.
At 3 a.m. the other roommates went ing room. We were asked to wait outside
to the meditation hall, we remained in while two kind nurses took her inside;
the room and sang a bhajan. Then we sat she wanted company but they were very
for meditation, in the meantime, the strict and said that no one but the medidear sister had a good, restful sleep. At 8 cal staff were allowed inside. So we
a.m. the Godman came to our room to waited outside, doing Simran all the time
see her and explained that Gurmel had and going to the door, assuring her that
already left for the village to get the sup- we were just outside. She said she was
plies requested by the doctor. He assured also doing Simran.
The team of three doctors arrived: the
her that all would be well and not to
worry. But, as everything works only ac- hospital doctor and his wife who was
cording to His plan, matters got worse also a doctor, and our doctor from the
and the dear sister had to be taken to a Ashram. They were busy with our dear
hospital. The doctor consulted with Sant sister for about an hour before our docJi and in a flash, a car with a driver was tor very kindly asked us to come in and
waiting in the courtyard. Later we were see the patient, although she was still
told that Sant Ji was also there, waiting under anesthetic. Nevertheless, the docand pacing up and down the stairs to his tor asked us to call her name and assure
room. We had to get our dear sister her that we were with her. After an hour
ready to go to the nursing home and she came to, wearing such a beautiful
pack a few necessary items. Not knowing smile while she asked if everything was
where she was going, or how long she over and we said "yes." Our doctor was
would be there, it took a bit of time and so kind and considerate while telling her
all the while we kept getting messages to not to worry, that all would be well now,
hurry, that Sant Ji wab waiting.
and answering her question regarding
When we got to the courtyard by the the baby. The dear sister accepted the
langar, the Godman was waiting there answer very sweetly and kept saying that
and helped us into the car. He said not to all the time she was on the operating
worry, that Hazur would take care of table, everything was very bright and
everything. Mr. Oberoi and the lady doc- white (even though the room was very
tor accompanied us. As the car pulled dark and not very well lighted). Within
out of the yard, we turned to see Him half an hour the nurses brought her
through the back window; He lifted His some hot coffee and she was ready to go
palms together and waved. We felt the back to the Ashram. In the car she kept
power of intense comfort very strongly. saying that she could not believe that all
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this happened so quickly, and that she
did feel a little sad, but knowing she was
with Sant Ji made her sadness easier to
bear. She could not stop talking about
the brightness in the ward and how she
could not remember anything else. She
looked so well that it was unbelievable to
think she had just walked out of the
operating room.
When we got back around 2:30 p.m.
there were a few people in the courtyard
area. As we got out of the car and
walked towards the dining hall, where
the stairs to Sant Ji's room are, we heard
the door shutting and, like a flash of
lightning, Sant Ji was standing right in
front of us all dressed in His blue cotton
suit and white turban. He may have been
resting and we disturbed Him, but there
He was, stroking the dear one's head and
comforting her, saying "acha, rest, rest."
As there was no one to translate, He just
motioned for us to go to our room. He
said we must take our lunch and give her
something to eat and that He would
come later in the afternoon. Then at 4
p.m., after meditation, as promised,
Sant Ji came into our room with Pappu
and enquired about the welfare of the
dear one. He said, "My dear daughter,
don't be disappointed that all this has
happened here. It's all Hazur Kirpal's
grace and He wanted you to come here
to this place to be taken care of. All that
has happened was meant to happen." All
the time that Sant Ji was talking to her
she just smiled at Him with tears in her
eyes. Then He stroked her head and held
her shoulders with both hands and we in
the room could feel the immense power
of His compassion and love flowing into
her. Sant Ji asked if she had had anything to eat, and she was given warm
milk and biscuits. He also said she must
not meditate, or worry about meditating,

as her trip here had been counted in her
devotion. Then sweetly, putting His
palms together, He went out of the
room.
The next morning, like clockwork,
Sant Ji was there at 8 a.m. saying, "How
are you feeling, my daughter? No, you
must not sit up. It's alright, you lie down
and rest. I only feel very sorry that you
had to pay off this heavy karma with so
much pain, but you know Hazur Kirpal
has reduced the karma from the gallows
to a pin-prick. So, you have your breakfast and all your medication, and you
will be all right." Again Sant Ji stroked
her head and comforted her as only a
Godman can. The third day was the
same, again Sant Ji came in and this time
He said to the dear one, "All that has
happened here was meant to be because
Hazur Maharaj Kirpal wanted it that
way. Now you take care and all will be
well. Have you eaten? You have no
pain?" As if we didn't know that He took
away all the pain and suffering; she did
not have any at all.
That's what grace is all about; we don't
think we will do any justice in describing
His wonderful, wonderful grace, but we
know all of you will know exactly what
we are talking about. Not only in Rajasthan, but the mere fact of being on
this wonderful Path, to know that we are
all being taken care of by such a powerful Godman.
Lastly, if we may add, every time Sant
Ji came into the room, at the end of His
comforting and cajoling, He would fold
his palms together and say, "Thank you
dear daughters, for taking such good
care of this dear one. Hazur Maharaj
Kirpal thanks you all, and wishes you to
remain in Simran." We could go on and
on about His wonderful, wonderful
grace.
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Unraveling the Knots of Karma
Baba Sawan Singh Ji
May 10, 1928

D

EAR DAUGHTER AND DEAR SON,

This is in reply to your letter of
December 17. In my last letter I tried to
show that the practice of the Sound Current is the primary duty of man. All else
is secondary and a means to that end, for
this Current is the only antidote for
Karma. As long as the soul is in the mind
zone, it is a prisoner. It is engulfed by the
mind and is subject to it and has to obey
the dictates of the mind. The mind and
the soul combined in their turn are
locked up in forms - causal, astral, and
physical successively. As long as in forms
the actions and reactions against other
forms continue to impress the mind and
so the Karmic skein gets knotty. This is
the Karmic debt and it has piled up and
multiplied as the soul descended into the
mind zones. When it will travel backward from the physical to the astral and
the causal, the knots in the Karmic skein
would straighten out. For as long as the
attention is in the current, its union with
the form is loose and is free from the
impressions and the Karma. The soul is
pure and needs no cleaning. The dirt is
the mind and as long as the mind does
not go within and catch the current, the
soul cannot go within. Hence, the time
spent in the Sound Current is time spent
usefully, for during that time the problem of life is being solved. No talk or
theory is a substitute for that. It is a
practical separation of form, mind, and
soul from the combination of three. It is
an uphill task.
The Sound Current is at the bottom
of all the faiths. Mohammad called it
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"Kalma" and Christ calls it "Word."
Nanak calls it "Shabad" and the Vedas
call it "Nad" (sound). They all mean the
same, the difference is in the language
only and in the extent to which the lift
was made within or in other words the
extent up to which the soul followed the
Current on the uphill journey. The majority stopped at the first stage and the
remainder at the second. Only a few
have traced it to Sach Khand and beyond
to the Nameless or Radhasoami. The
beauty lies in the actual rise and not in
the talk of it. An illiterate person who
catches the current and rises some distance on it is nearer the goal than a
philosopher who expounds theories
ceaselessly. The Truth as it is lies within.
Current is the only Truth for it is unalloyed. The illiterate sees it and the
learned gropes in the dark.
Experience is the best teacher. If
someone praised his wooden sword and
in ignorance considered it to be the best
sword, the only way to disillusion him is
to ask him to try a few strokes with it.
His eyes will soon see the reality. Similarly, let the people try their method in
freeing the soul from the mind, if they
succeed well and good. But the experience of the living and the experience of
the departed as recorded in their writings
makes it clear that except the Sound
Current there is no other method that
takes the soul to Sach Khand, beyond
the yokes of mind and Kal.
We have absolutely no quarrel with
others. They are all our brethren for they
are the sons of the same Father and try
to rise up according to their understand-

ing. As He directs, so they do. My advice
to you is that you keep yourself above
the petty prejudices of the people you
come across. As His humble servant,
give the message as you have received it
and concern not with the way the wind
blows. Why limit the inquiry to discussion alone, why not go within and
see actually (not intuitively or subconsciously) and superconsciously what is
right and what is wrong. The mind feels
shy of going in and coming in touch with
the Current but it is prepared to go to the
extent of sitting in the trenches in the
face of bullets to win a bottom victory,
or will gladly face the risks of crossing
the Atlantic to make a name or establish
a record. It should not be understood
that there is an attempt here to belittle
their achievements; no, we are not
cynics. We simply admire them for their
courage and fortitude in their domain.
In the sphere of life they are working,
they are great. But the goal of humanity
lies elsewhere. It lies within. The ocean
of existence is crossed by rising up
within. If they are not working for the
real goal it is no fault of theirs, for it is
all in His hands. Some He brings near to
Himself and others He keeps busy on
other ways. He is playing everywhere
and in all. To submit our Will to His
Will is the greatest achievement and this
quality develops as we rise up on the
current.
You keep your mind broad for the
mind that harbors anger has lost its
peace. Under all circumstances, you keep
cool so that the rays of the disturbed
minds may not affect you and on the
contrary your rays may cool them down.
As long as the mind has not been lifted
up and merged in the universal mind, the
theory and the practice remains a misfit.
The mind fails in practice when the time
of trial comes.
The game of life seldom runs smooth.
When everything seems to be going well

something comes in to disturb it. The
Negative Power interferes. But if the
faith is strong and one keeps on with the
current, the time passes on well. the
wind has come and gone. The pains and
pleasures of life come and go and mind
learns by experience.
Let Mrs. - - alone. Let her gain her
experience. When the time of very favorable Karma comes. only then the mind
feels inclined to go within, and only then
the love for the Master and the Current
springs up, and he spends some time in
devotion. On the other hand, when the
disturbing Karma intervenes, mind feels
dry and indifferent and runs away from
Satsang and sinks back in the quagmire
of the world. It takes time to remove the
layers of Karmic dirt deposited through
innumerable births. Krishna of Baghvad
Gita says: "Freedom from Karma is attained after a long succession of lives
spent rightly on the path." The Saints
put the limit to four births only, and that
too for those who go in active opposition
to the Saints. This much is certain however that once the Saints have placed the
seed of Word in the bosom-soil of a person, the seed sooner or later will germinate, will form a plant, and will bear
fruit. It cannot perish.
You may write to Mrs. - - that life is
a combination of pains and pleasures. If
the happy days are gone, the days of
adversity will also go in their turn to
make room for the happy times again.
The Karmic cycle must work. The arrows that have left the bow must find
their mark. Man should put up with it as
best as he can for the Karma is unchangeable. The devotees of spirituality
went to pay respects to a lady well advanced in this line. The talk turned on
the visitation of good and bad days. She
asks them to state the attitude a person
should have under these varying circumstances. One of them replied that "Good
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and bad should be borne with patience."
She replied that there was pride in this
attitude. The second said that one should
take delight in both good and bad. She
smelled pride there as well. They asked
her to state the attitude and she replied,
"Soul should be so elevated that it feels
no difference in good and bad."
The mission of Saints is to take away
the individual spirit from out of the
spheres of mind altogether. They have
done this work in all sorts of times.
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I am glad to read of your determination to put more time in the exercises.
Rumi, a Persian Saint, says, "Do so
much effort in this line that even at the
time of death you fall forward on the
path and not backward." I have received
your new letter also but about it in my
next (sic). With blessings from the Father and R.S. greetings from the members here.
Yours affectionately,
SAWAN SINGH

SANT JI
HYDERABAD

"Even though Sant Ji had been severely ill in Rajasthan prior to the program, He left the solitude, simplicity & cleanliness of the ashram to make the long
car journey to Delhi. From Delhi He came to the noisy
and crowded city of Hyderabad . . . such sacrifice
causes us to ponder over the preciousness of the gift
of His company . . ."

Sanl Ji giving darshan on the \+lay back lo His quarlers

".

. . the Beloved Saints love their children

much more than hundreds o f fathers and mothers."

a1 children S darshan

Westerners waiting in line before lunch

"He draws the souls to His feet . . . to sit
together in a spirit o f love & appreciation."

Sun1 Ji giving Satsang to the westerner's at mid-day

Sunt Ji coining out after initiuting new disciples

.

"Time is not the critical element . . in one second He
can fill our czlp with the intoxicating elixir o f His love."

blessing the purshud which was hunded out the lust drry

His Abundant Grace
BOBBE BAKER

u

I do not consider myself a
writer. Yet an incident happened
with my camera while in Group Five and
I feel a responsibility to share it with
you. The summer is coming and soon
our Beloved Sant Ji will be at Sant Bani.
Hopefully, what happened to me will not
happen to you. The story I'm about to
relate was only one small part of a glorious trip filled with much grace and
love, so beautiful and multi-faceted that
it is beyond the understanding of my
mind.
When we go to India, we would all like
to come back from our trip with memories and tales of how He showered His
grace upon us. He did shower His grace
upon us - all of us, so abundantly that
it was overwhelming to witness and experience so much work being done. When
I've gone to His Feet other times, there
were the good experiences and the bad
experiences, and I counted the good experiences as His grace. And the bad experiences didn't have an exact category. I
knew they were important, but that they
too were His abundant grace failed to
register until this last trip to His Holy
Feet. I would like to share with you my
bad experience and how much mileage
the Master made of it in order to teach
me.
Over the years, it has been grace that
the Master has allowed me to take photographs of Him. Usually, I travel with
professional photographic equipment,
but my husband's father left the body
right before we left for India, and I decided that in order to simplify my life, I
would take only one small automatic
camera. The camera has a "smart flash"
which flashes automatically, but I wasn't
SUALLY,
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worried about it because there is a feature on the camera to turn the flash off. I
knew I had no intention of using the
flash, especially since it hurts Sant Ji's
eyes and He has sweetly requested us not
to use flash. I "thought" there would be
no problems. Three problems arose.
In Hyderabad I carelessly fired the
flash, having forgotten to turn it off.
Fortunately, Sant Ji was quite far away
and looking the other way. A mistake,
but a careless mistake, nevertheless.
Those who know me realized that it was
a mistake, but it had flashed and it was a
bad example. After that experience, duct
tape covered the flash for the rest of the
trip. Many rolls of film passed through
the camera and all went well until Group
Five. For a second time, the flash flashed
even though the duct tape covered it.
Again, Sant Ji was at a distance. A sweet
event, happening quickly, had caused me
to react rapidly and again I erred. I
reached up to turn the flash off, and
instead I turned it on. Feeling that too
many accidents with the flash had happened already, I packed my camera
away, knowing no more human flash errors with that camera would occur.
What a nice feeling being off camera
duty was. All the extra things that must
be thought about while photographing
vanished with the camera. I delighted in
uninterrupted attention for Sant Ji. Not
for long though. A dear one made a
simple request which allowed plenty of
time to check and double-check, before
shooting, that the flash was turned off.
Feeling "in control," I precisely and cautiously photographed their request successfully. New photographic confidence
arose. With color film in the camera
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(usually I shoot black and white for the
magazine), the desire for one color portrait of Sant Ji led me to set up my tripod
for the Bhajan session in the Indian
courtyard right in front of Sant Ji. I had
thought that with such a controlled situation, I could safely take one, maybe
two, color portraits and then I would put
the camera away. This time, to assure
that no human error happened, I
checked and double-checked that the
flash was turned off. Then I waited.
Now I can only relate to you what I
remember. As I sat there watching Sant
Ji, I remember thinking how beautiful
He was, looking off towards someone in
the back. The light was perfect. I
thought that would make a lovely portrait, but a stronger portrait would be
for Him to be looking directly at the
camera. Patiently I waited for His glance
to pierce the camera. Since I had
checked and double-checked that the
flash was off, I knew the flash was not
supposed to fire, yet somehow I felt that
Sant Ji knew that it was going to flash.
So I checked a third time: yes, the flash
was turned off. I decided that since I
knew the flash was turned off, that I
would take only one portrait and be
done. Sant Ji then turned and gave me
the most beautiful, deep, penetrating
look and I hit the shutter. Flash - right
into His eyes. Although the flash was
covered with duct tape, somehow the
camera had malfunctioned and flashed.
So many emotions were going through
me that all I can remember doing was
ripping the camera off the tripod so Sant
Ji would not have to worry about any
more photographs being taken with that
camera. I felt so bad, so sorry. He immediately looked at me with so much love.
With tears and much emotion, I quietly
mouthed, "I'm so sorry." His look went
even deeper with more love and I knew
then that He knew I'd tried my best not
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to hurt Him and He had completely forgiven me. I began Simran and was lifted
out of the emotion and pain.
At the same time that the flash went
off, one of the dear ones in our group
began sobbing. I thought that he had
seen the flash and that he couldn't bear
the pain of seeing Sant Ji hurt. I forgot
my Simran and the emotion and pain
came back. Sant Ji would look at him,
then look at me, then look at him, then
look at me. It felt like time had stopped
and we'd been frozen in moments of pain
and healing love, with a taste of Simran
that rose above the pain and emotions to
a quiet and even-tempered place.
Quickly the world came rushing into
my mind. Sant Ji had gone upstairs, my
Simran had gone and my mind flogged
me. Skipping dinner, all I could do was
lie on my bed and cry. Then Sant Ji sent
His helpers.
The first one, a girl, came in and said,
"Do not cry and worry. Everything is
perfect. Sant Ji is in total control. Nothing happens by chance. Just do your
Simran and everything will become all
right." Being engulfed by guilt, I had
totally forgotten Simran. I began Simran, and a calm, cool, gentle peace
came, a state devoid of guilt. Immediately my mind sprung forward
with, "How dare you feel no guilt - you
may have hurt Sant Ji's eyes." And on
and on the mind went, being quieted
only by Simran. During one of these
guilt attacks, my mind led me to write
Sant Ji an "I'm sorry note." It was nothing but mind, because in the Simran, I
knew that Sant Ji had instantly and cumpletely forgiven me. He already knew
everything that was in the note, taking
His precious time for something that was
unnecessary. More guilt.
Then Sant Ji sent His second helper.
The dear one said she had learned something extremely valuable and it had come
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at the end of our stay in Rajasthan when judging his meditations as good or bad,
we were strong enough to handle it. She and it was nothing but ego to think we
had sat behind me; she had seen me are even capable of judging our meditacheck that the flash was off. She said she tions. He said we judge a good meditasaw in the event each one of us - that no tion to be one in which we feel calm or
matter how hard we try not to hurt the peaceful, or we have some experience.
Master, we still hurt Him. We cry that He said we are not at a level to view our
we are sorry, but we still have hurt Him. meditations, and maybe our best meditaShe said our Simran and our meditations tion was the one in which our untiring
stand alone to help the Master. Each Simran fought a great battle with our
moment we forget Simran, we are hurt- overactive mind.
During the whole trip Sant Ji so masing Him.
The third helper had double duty. She terfully wove each of our lives together
had been lovingly caring for the dear one and used every second to the fullest.
who had sobbed so deeply in the Bhajan Each thought, each word, each action,
session. She had come to me because she each person, each moment became Him,
thought, rightly because of the timing, reaching across time to teach us our own
that I had thought that his tears had very personal lessons. My bad experibeen started by the flash hurting Sant Ji. ence with "the flash" became His abunHe had not even seen the flash. I knew dant grace. Through His helpers, He
his tears had been deep because I re- spoke, and through their eyes came His
member Sant Ji saying as He would look Love.
at him, "Have patience." She had comforted him and had come to ease my "Don't worry. Everything is perfect. The
mind. We spoke and I told her about the Master is in total control. Nothing hapbattle I was having between Simran and pens by chance. Just do Simran and evguilt, guilt being ugly and ego-filled. She erything will become alright."
shared her understanding with me and I
had never thought about it in that way "Each moment we forget Simran, we are
before but I found a great deal of truth hurting Him."
in it. She said she saw no difference between pride and guilt, both being ego, "Simran keeps us in the calm of the midthe up version and the down version of dle, away from the swing up and down
ego. She said the Simran keeps us right of the ego in pride and guilt, praise and
in the middle, a calm place with no ups criticism."
and downs and no emotional swings.
After speaking with her, I went in to "Don't let the ego trick you into judging
meditate and as soon as I sat down, my your meditations as bad or good. Just do
mind flashed that praise and criticism Simran and everything will become
are ego just like pride and guilt. Ego has alright."
to be present to think we can praise or
criticize another.
After returning from Rajasthan, the
Sant Ji's fourth helper came after I processed film did not have an image of
finished my meditation. The fourth one Sant Ji looking directly into the flash.
said he wanted to share with me the most Instead, there is a lovely portrait of
important lesson that he had learned on beautiful Sant Ji giving darshan to a
this trip. He said he had been guilty of dear one sitting on the side. I don't at all
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mean to say by this story that the flash
was okay. It definitely was not. Sant Ji's
abundant grace permeated all the good
and bad experiences. I hope my "bad
experience" will save many of you from
human flash error or mechanical flash

failure. My "smart flash" camera has
taken its last photograph of Sant Ji.
"Next time" the automatic flash camera
will stay home should I be so fortunate
as to have a "next time" to be with Beloved Sant Ji.

Ajaib, the Master Craftsman
You are the jeweler
Who sets the diamonds
in the disciples' eyes.
You are the composer
Whose symphony fills
the devotees' ears.
You are the potter
in Whose hands our
clay forms are perfected.
You are the lampmaker
Whose flame lights
our darkened souls.
Your example shows us
the way to purity,
simplicity, and truth.
Seeing You, we know
what a man can do

with this birth.
Even the gods envy Ajaib
Who did the work
and became SawanIKirpal.
JIM BAKER

SANT BANI

The Miracle of the Sandal
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

You

HAVE HEARD a lot about this
place - why God Kirpal came to this
place and how He awakened this sleeping soul. Today I will comment on a
brief writing, a brief hymn of Bhai
Gurdas.
Bhai Gurdas had the opportunity to
serve and be near Guru Amardev, Guru
Ramdas, Guru Arjan Dev and Guru Har
Gobind. He did a lot of seva and he
became successful in his practices and
reached Sach Khand. Even though He
saw so many changes, and so many difficulties came in His life, still He always
remained steadfast in His devotion to the
Masters. And in those days when there
were no good means of transportation,
He made it possible for seven hundred
people to go to the Masters and get the
Initiation. In those days seven hundred
people were quite a lot of people, and He
made it possible for those people to go to
the Masters and get the Initiation. So He
made those souls of the Masters, and He
awakened those sleeping souls in respect
to God.
So here He writes that first of all a
Satsangi should go to the Satsang. Satsang is going in the company of the living Master, because only by going in the
company of the living Master and sitting
at His feet can we get His grace. Giving
us His support He awakens our soul;
and our soul is awakened only when we
go in the Satsang of the living Master.
So Bhai Gurdas lovingly says that Sat-

This talk was given February 4, 1989, to
a group before they visited Sant Ji's underground meditation room.
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sang is required by everyone: even for
the rich people, even for the poor people.
It doesn't matter if one is old or young, it
doesn't matter if one is man or woman,
but everyone requires the Satsang. Also
He says that a Satsang is required by a
person right from his childhood until his
old age.
He says that Satsang is necessary for
everyone; it doesn't matter if one is
happy or if one is suffering, but for everyone the Satsang is necessary. Those
who want to have mercy on their own
selves, those who have pity on their own
soul, they should go to the Satsang of the
living Master.
Guru Nanak Sahib says that wherever
there is a Satguru, He makes the Satsang. And He graciously gives us this
authority, when He is not present physically at a certain place, if we have His
permission, if He has given us His authorization, that "If you will sit in my
remembrance I will be present there and
you will feel my presence," so that is also
called the Satsang, when we sit together
in the remembrance of our Master. And
at that place where the dear ones sit together in His remembrance in His love,
they feel the presence of the Master, and
in fact the Master is always present
there.
Over there also, all the brothers and
sisters get together in the Name of the
Master, they think about the Master,
they talk about the Master, or they do
the Satsang, and the meditation. That
Satsang is also valid because we do a lot
of remembrance, and we get a lot of His
Grace even in those Satsangs.
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Also you know that not everyone has
the same kind of intellect, not everyone
has the same kind of receptivity, and not
everyone has the same kind of devotion.
Some people who d o a lot of meditation
and g o within are very much devoted,
and there are othcr people who are not
that much devoted, who do not make so
many efforts to go in the within. But you
know that a melon catches the color of
the other melon when it is put in thc
company of a good melon, in the same
way, when we go in the company of the
other people, then looking at them, we
also get inspired, we also get encouraged
to be like them, and looking at them we
also d o the meditation and become devoted as they are.
Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says, "0 ignorant one, 0 egoist one, whatever
karmas you do without doing the Satsang, it is like you are putting the clean
water into the dirt." He says that no
mattcr how many good karmas we are
doing if we are not going to the
Satsang-the bad karmas are, after all,
bad, and they will have the bad effect on

us - but even the good karmas which are
done without going to the Satsang are
just feeding our ego and it is like we are
polluting all the good deeds we have
done.
Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says, "As a
piece of iron f l o a ~ son the water and goes
across when i~ is in the company of the
wood, in the same way, by going to the
Satsang of the Master, by spending time
in the company of the Masler, no matter
if we are the sinners and if we have no
virtues in us, still, by coming to the feet
of the Master and by being in His Satsang, we also become good people, we
also get the inspiration to do the meditation of Shabd Naam and we also become
very pure and holy like the Masters.
Guru Sahib says that it is unbelievable
and very incredible to see a dry tree becoming green again, but still, there is a
hope for that. If God wants, H e can even
d o that. And our soul has also been like
a dry tree, because it has not gotten the
Satsang for many births, but when we
get the Satsang, then our soul also becomes green, our soul becomes alive. He
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says, "Oh my beloved Lord, those who go." So he said, "Well, what about this
go in the Satsang they get the liberation, sandal? I followed you and I brought
and with the Grace of the Master they this sandal. So you must have only one
get the highest status and they become sandal with you." So she said, "No, I
alive like a dry tree becomes green." In have both my sandals." And she did have
the same way, by going in the Satsang, both her sandals.
It was all due to the Grace of the Maswe also become alive.
Here Bhai Gurdas tells us a story of a ter that her honor was protected, her
queen. In India the kings and the em- honor was saved. So here in this hymn
perors ruled for a very long time; they Bhai Gurdas lays a lot of emphasis on
had all kind of conveniences and all kind doing the Satsang.
of luxuries in their palaces, and they
In the home of Harish Chandar
could enjoy every possible thing. In the
there were aN comforts.
home of King Harish Chandar there was
His wife was Queen Tara.
a queen named Tara, and although King
The Sadh Sangat would sing
Harish Chandar had all kinds of pleatogether.
sures and luxuries, but Naam and SatShe went in the night and listened to
sang was written in the destiny of Tara.
Gurubani.
So even though she had everything in her
home, still she was always inclined to go Here Bhai Gurdas says that in the home
to the Satsang and do the devotion of the of King Harish Chandar there were all
Naam. In those days it was considered kinds of conveniences and all kinds of
improper for any queen to show any part comforts. But when his Queen Tara
of her body to the people outside. The heard the sound of the dear ones singing
queens used to remain always in the pal- the bhajans she was so attracted to that
ace. But because she was so much in- Satsang place, to the bhajans, that she
clined to go to the Satsang, she did not did not care what would happen and
hesitate. She would always go to the Sat- what she could lose. She at once left her
sang and she would sit among all the home and went to the place where the
other people of the kingdom. King people were singing the hymns.
Harish Chandar knew about that, but
Later in the middle of the night the
whenever he would ask her she would
King woke up.
always say, "No," she was not going anyWhen he did not see the Queen he
where, she was not going to Satsang or
was surprised.
anything like that.
One night when she went to the Sat- He says that after reaching the Satsang
sang, King Harish Chandar also fol- place, the Queen became so intoxicated
lowed her to the Satsang place, and he by the love of the dear ones, that she
took one of her sandals, thinking, "To- started singing the praise of the Master,
morrow morning when I ask her if she and she was lost in that world of her
went to the Satsang, if she says that she own. Back in the palace, in the middle of
has not gone, then I can show her this the night, the King woke up; when he did
sandal and then she will not be able to not see the Queen on the other bed,
deny that she went to the Satsang." So he when he saw her bed empty, he was surtook back one sandal, and the next prised, and he thought, "What hapmorning when he asked her, "Did you go pened? Where has the Queen gone? Beto the Satsang?" she said, "No, I did not cause no one can come into this palace-
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not even a bird can come into this palace
without my order-and no one can go
out of this palace. But what has happened, and where has the Queen gone?"

Surprised, he woke up in the night
and went after the young Queen.
H e saw the Queen in the Sangat,
and brought her sandal as a sign.
The King was very surprised and he was
also upset about what had happened. He
didn't know why the Queen had left the
palace and where she had gone. He
could not figure out where she might
have gone or why she was hiding the fact
from him, that she was going somewhere
in the night. But he could not do anything, so he just lay down on his bed and
waited for the next night. When the next
night came, he pretended as if he were
going to bed early. And the Queen was
also very devoted to him; she was taking
good care of the King and serving him so
that he would go to bed early. When he
lay down on his bed, he started snoring,
pretending as if he were sleeping.
When the Queen saw that the King
had gone to sleep, attracted by the sangat and wanting to attend the Satsang
again, she at once went to the Satsang
place. Since he was not really sleeping, as
soon as the Queen left, he also followed
her. The King thought, "If I try to convince her to come back, or ask her what
she is doing, maybe that will spoil the
whole scene." He did not want to do
that, so he just followed her. When she
went to the Satsang place he did not do
anything, he just took one sandal of hers
and brought it back to the palace.

In the Sadh Sangat she prayed, and
the old sandals were paired.
The King saw this miracle and said,
"This sandal story is amazing. "
When the Queen got up from the Satsang she was surprised to see only one

sandal over there. She was very terrified
because she knew that the kings and the
emperors could be very cruel; whatever
they utter from their mouth becomes
law, and their punishments are also very
severe. So she was worried.
She was not worried for her own self,
but she was worried for the name of her
Master. She thought, "If the King executes me, what will people think? They
will think badly of the Master and
maybe they will think that I did not have
a good character or that there was something wrong with me and that is why the
King has killed me. It is all right; I don't
worry about my own self. But I should
worry about my Master's name; if I am
killed that will bring a very bad name to
the Sangat and to the Master." So she
requested all the dear ones in the Sangat,
"You see what a thing has happened: I
have lost my sandal. And if I go back to
my home without both my sandals that
will prove that I was out of the home,
and it is possible that the King will give
me the punishment, which will not be a
good thing for the name of the Master.
So all of you please request to the Master; let us all pray and request to the
Master so that He may protect my
honor. "
So all the dear ones sat and prayed to
the Master. The Master whom they were
praying to was not outside- because the
Master is never outside. He is never far
away from us; He's always in our within.
And whenever we turn our face toward
Him, He's always there to listen to us;
and whenever we call Him He's always
there to answer. So when all of them
requested, all of a sudden another sandal, exactly the same as the one the King
had taken, appeared there. And the
Queen wore both the sandals and went to
her home.
The King was already waiting for her
there, and he had this in his mind,
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"Every day whenever I try to ask her
where she has gone, she always makes
something up, and there is no way that I
can prove that she was out, but today I
have this sign, I have this sandal for
proof, and today I can tell her that she is
wrong and that she has gone out."
So when she came back, the King
asked her where she had gone, and she
replied, "I did not go anywhere. Where
can I go? I was sleeping here on this
bed." So he said, "No, you have gone to
the Satsang, and I have a proof. I
brought a sandal back from there.
Where are your sandals?" And when she
showed both her sandals the King was
very surprised to see exactly the same
sandals which he had taken. But by this
time he was convinced that the Queen
was not going for anything bad, she was
going for Satsang. So then he replied,
"This is not a sandal; this is a miracle of
God." Looking at the devotion of the
Queen, the King was also inspired and
he was also brought to the Path, and he
also started going to the Satsang and did
his devotion.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that it is not the Masters who fly, but it is
the true disciples of the Masters, who
make Them fly, because if the disciples
of the Master are good that brings glory
to the name of the Master, and if the
disciples of the Master are not very
good, that brings a bad name to the
Master. So that is why the sincere, the
true disciples of the Masters, they always
are very careful. Before doing anything
which may seem bad to them, they always think a lot about its consequences
and whether it will bring a bad name or
whether it will glorify the name of the
Master. In that way, if they are about to
do anything bad, they always stop doing
that deed because they do not want their
Master to feel embarrassed and they do
not want to bring a bad name to the
Master.
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So in this case of Queen Tara, even
though she had gone in the company of
the other dear ones in the Satsang, only
in the remembrance of her Master, still
she was worried that if the King would
punish her, then what would people
think about the Master. It was possible
that people would think, "The King punished her because she was doing something wrong; she was a devotee of such a
Master and what kind of Master is He
that His disciples are like this." So she
did not want a bad name to be brought
to the Master, and that is why she requested to all the dear ones, "Please pray
to the Master, because I am innocent, I
came here only in His remembrance, and
I should not be punished; because if I
will be punished it will not be good for
the Sangat and also for the Master."
When we pray to the Master with complete sincerity, then He always listens
and responds to our prayer; and He always protects our honor. This is the very
place where I had made the sincere
prayer to my Beloved, Almighty Lord
Kirpal. When He put His hands on my
eyes and told me, "You have to close
your eyes from the world and you have
to open your eyes in the within towards
God." At that time I requested Him sincerely, "You know that the forces of the
Negative Power are very strong. Everywhere the forces of the Negative Power
are working and the effect of the Negative Power is also spread all over the
worid. It will be very difficult for me to
do the work You have asked me to do.
But I pray that You always please keep
me in Your refuge and always continue
showering Grace on me and always give
me Your love."
And it is true that He responded to
that request, that prayer, and while He
was alive He always gave me His love,
and even now He is continuing to shower
His Grace and He is giving me all His
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Love. I had told Him, as I have often
told you, that I was a devotee of Love,
and He was the Ocean of Love. I wanted
only love from Him and He gave me
nothing but love.
I did not show off my meditation to
Him, I did not boast of the work I was
doing in the meditation. I just humbly
requested to Him with sincerity, "0
Lord, I am nothing, I am just like a
small piece of hay, and You are a very
huge mountain. I am just a drop, and
You are a vast ocean. I am a sinner and
You are the forgiver. I do the sins every
moment, and I am Your thief moment
after moment, and You are the one who
forgives me. If I had not done all these
bad deeds, if I had not sinned, whom
would You have forgiven and how would
You have been called the forgiver. I do
not have any merits in me, I do not have
any qualities. You are full of good qualities, You are the gracious Lord and I am
just a sinner." So I was requesting all this
to Him; all this was coming out sincerely
from my heart. And because it was coming out sincerely, that is why He appreciated all that. He listened to my prayer
and He responded and He answered my
prayer.
Dear ones, we can know the way of
requesting and making prayers to Him
sincerely only if He blesses us with that
kind of grace; and those who make the
prayers to Him sincerely always get an
answer to their prayers and He always
blesses them with the way of making that
kind of prayer. Those people know Who
is the One Who has made their life; they
know it is the Master Who has made
their life. They know they were nothing,
and if it were not for the grace of the
Master they would have been nobody,
and because they know that the Master
is the only maker of their life, that is why
such kind of prayers automatically come
out from their heart with all sincerity.
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Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj said,
"Just as there are numerous drops in the
ocean, in the same way, there are numerous, countless sins of ours. And just
as You make the stones float on the water, in the same way, please shower
Grace upon us and liberate us from this
ocean of life."
It does not mean that He had so many
sins, because You know that the Masters
are sent into this world and They are free
from all the sins and the bad deeds. They
are very pure, They are very holy, and
They are full of humility; but They come
into this world to purify us and to teach
us humility, that is why They tell us,
"You have to bring your mind in front of
the Master, and make it very humble,
because your mind is full of ego." The
Path of the Masters on which we go back
to our Real Home is very narrow, even
smaller than a hair. But our mind has
become as big as the elephant, so how
can we walk on this Path of the Masters.
That is why They tell us, "You have to
give up the I-hood, you have to always
say, 'Thine, Thine.' Giving up all your
ego, giving up all your existence, you
have to become of the Master; and you
have to develop much humility."

I sacrifice Myself on Sadh Sangat. *
Now the King also says, "I sacrifice myself on that Master. I sacrifice myself on
the Satsang of that Master, where one
becomes a good person." Because only
in the Satsang of the Master does a sinner give up doing his sins, an unchaste
person gives up doing his unchaste
deeds, and only after going to the Satsang does a thief become a good person.
Only after going to the Satsang do we
learn about our shortcomings, and only
after going to the Satsang do we realize
how bad we were, and what we must do
to improve.
* Sadh Sangat: Master and disciples.

Rajasthan Trips
The schedule for next year's trips to visit Sant Ji in Rajasthan
will be similar to this year's. There will be only three groups
open to those whose first language is English or anything
other than Spanish. To avoid confusion caused by the change
in numbering, these groups will now be called by the name of
the month in which the trip starts. And since those who go in
these groups come from all over the world and flight schedules vary, the dates given below are only the dates of the
BUS TRIP from Delhi to Rajasthan and back. Following is
the schedule:
BUS FROM
DELHI TO
RAJASTHAN

BUS FROM
RAJASTHAN
TO DELHI

"December Group"

December 27

January 7

"January Group"

January 24

February 4

"February Group"

February 21

March 4

As in the past several years, Sant Ji has requested that those
who have gone in the groups during the past year, give
preference to those who have not, and not ask for space in
the coming year's groups. Requests for spaces in Rajasthan
groups should be sent IN WRITING to Judith Perkins,
R.R. 2, Box 111 , Antrim, N.H. 03440, tel. 603-588-6193.

Sant Bani Ashram Publications
by Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The Two Ways: the Gauri Vars of Guru Ramdas
The Jewel of Happiness: the Sukhmani of Guru Arjan
The Ocean of Love: the Anurag Sagar of Kabir
Streams in the Desert: Discourses & Conversations 1976-1980

$10.00
15.00
15.00
12.00

by Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
The Light of Kirpal
12.00
10.00
The Way of the Saints: Sant Mat
8.50
Life and Death: (The Wheel of Life & The Mystery of Death)
7.00
The Crown of Life: A Study in Yoga
5.50
Naam or Word (a study of the Sound Current)
3.50
The Jap Ji: The Message of Guru Nanak
3.00
Baba Jaimal Singh: the story of a great Saint
Prayer
3.95
Godman
3.95
Morning Talks
7.50
Spirituality: What It Is
3.95
10.00
The Night is a Jungle
The Teachings of Kirpal Singh (selected writings by subject matter)
10.00
1.OO
Seven Paths to Perfection (pamphlet)
out of print
How to Develop Receptivity (pamphlet)
by Ajaib, Kirpal and other Masters
Songs of the Masters (combined, revised, spiral bound edition)
The Message of Love: An Introduction to Sant Mat
Light on Ananda Yoga, by Shiv Brat La1
New Book
The Self-Introspection Diary (featuring selections from the writings
of Ajaib Singh, Kirpal Singh, & Sawan Singh)
by other authors
Support for the Shaken Sangat, by A. S. Oberoi
The Impact of a Saint, by Russell Perkins
Sant Ajaib Singh: A Brief Life Sketch
Servants of God: Lives of the Sikh Gurus, by Jon Engle
The Third World Tour of Kirpal Singh
Cooking with Light: Favorite Vegetarian Recipes
A Nutrition Compendium (pamphlet)
The Book of Jonah: Bible text illustrated by Sant Bani School students
Allison's Shadow, by Tracy Leddy
October on Nantucket, by Tracy Leddy
A New Beginning, by Gretchen Foy
Tape Catalog - Sant Bani Tape Service
Please add 10% to all orders to cover postage and handling costs. Minimum $1.50
Books and information are available from:
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Sant Bani Ashram
Franklin, N. H. 03235, U.S.A.

Sccn thc Unique Greatness of Satsang
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So Bhai Gurdas lovingly says that Satsang is required by everyone:
even for the rich people, even for the poor people. It doesn't
matter if one is old or young, it doesn't matter if one is man or
woman, everyone requires the Satsang. Also He says that Satsang
is required by a person right from his childhood until his old age.
He says that Satsang is necessary for everyone; it doesn't matter
if one is happy or is suffering, but for everyone the Satsang is
necessary. Those who want to have mercy on their own selves,
those who have pity on their own soul, they should go to the
Satsang of the living Master.

